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Chatsworth Windows’ market leading Vertical Slider is

an authentic looking sash window with Ovolo finishing,

that combines all the benefits of high performing

modern materials and functionality with period

character and design.

Vertical Slider

Traditional windows, without compromise

Traditional style with benefits

Designed to deliver all the benefits of high performance
modern materials, the Vertical Slider is a cost effective
solution for period style properties.

The PVC-U Ovolo frames provide optimum strength,
superior thermal protection and excellent weathering
performance and with the minimum maintenance,
will retain their appearance year after year.

Much thought has gone into our Vertical Slider
to ensure that the attractive style of a traditional
sash window is retained, whilst providing all the
benefits that modern technology can provide.

Excellent weathering performance is achieved with a pile seal detail on the sash
edges and outer frame and air flow specification can be achieved through the
use of trickle or glazed-in vents to suit particular applications as required.

Technical design and period style

Our Vertical Slider isn’t just a period style window,
through continuous development the Vertical Slider
delivers all the benefits modern technology brings.

Each Vertical Slider has post co-extruded gaskets,
resulting in improved weathering protection

Superb thermal performance, available in either
C or A rating.



Balance mechanisms for every
window ensuring smooth operation

Tilt open facility to both sashes
for ease of cleaning

Decorative horns optional

Georgian bar available as face
fixed or glazed-in

Low maintenance PVCu
profiles with traditional styling

Product features at a glance:

Optional Extra, Pull Handle (finger hook standard)

Flush gasket detail so less
gasket is visible

ULTRA-LIFT®nt

Ovolo design on outer frame, cill,
sash, bead and stop giving an
authentic sash window appearance

Pile seal providing excellent
weathering performance

Astragal Bar Window CatchBottom Sash Stay Decorative Horn



Chatsworth Windows, specialists in what they do...

Class 5 rating - high lift assistance
Balance lifts 70% of sash weight making heavy sashes
easy to operate

Low carbon coated steel rod
Rust resistant with low friction properties tested up to
15,000 cycles.

ULTRA-LIFT®nt

Available in a large range of colour and woodgrain
foil finishes allowing customers to match their
windows to the age and style of the property

Standard colours include white, light oak,
rosewood, cream and white woodgrain

Customers can mix and match, for example;
opting for a woodgrain finish to the exterior and
white on the inside.

A wider range of RAL colours can be achieved
with modern paint applications.

Window Colours

The performance and life cycle of our vertical slider is
enhanced greatly by the high specification of the balance
operation. This is one of the most crucial components, and
MUST never be compromised. Every balance is precisely
engineered and is bespoke to each individual window.

Fire Escape
To meet current building regulations, our vertical
slider has features that enable it to be used for
egress applications.



Environmental policies
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Window Energy Ratings use a consumer-friendly traffic-light style A-E
ratings guide similar to that used on ‘white’ goods (such as fridges,
freezers, washing machines etc). This ratings label can be used by you
to make more informed choices about the energy efficiency of the
windows you are looking to purchase.

The rating level – A, B, C, etc…

The energy rating eg. -19kWh/(m2K) in this example the product will
lose 19 kilowatt hours per square metre per year.

The window U value eg. 1.5W/(m2K)

The effective heat loss due to air penetration as L eg. 0.01 W/(m2K)

The solar heat gain eg. g=0.40

Each window rated by BSI has a unique label
This label will display the following information:

Window Energy Ratings Explained
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About 20% of heat is lost through poorly insulated window frames and
single glazed windows, which not only is a burden on your heating
costs but also on our planet, an issue which we take very seriously.

When you choose windows from Chatsworth Windows you can select
a product with high energy efficiency, benefiting you not only from an
energy saving cost point of view but also by helping to protect and
preserve our environment.

...an issue that effects us all
Energy Saving...
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Caldwell Hardware (UK) Limited guarantee that their Ultralift balances will be free from
defects in material and workmanship for a period of 10 Years.

Caldwell Balance Warranty

All Chatsworth Vertical Sliding windows come with a 10 Year insurance backed guarantee.

Manufacturers Warranty

Guarantees and Warranties


